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When I assumed charge of the  Gurmani  Centre for
Languages and Literature two years  ago, it  had  already
established itself as a hub of activity for vernacular languages
and literatures. In just a few years of its existence, under the
leadership of Yasmeen Hameed and
Ghulam Moeenuddin Nizami, the Centre had put LUMS on
the literary and cultural map of the country as a  unique
and  exciting new space for research, teaching, and cultural
activities relating to  South Asian vernacular languages and
literatures.    I saw it as my work to build the long-term
structures we need to streamline the strengths of the Centre
and its workings most effectively. The Centre is broadly
focused on three areas: (i) Language pedagogy, (ii)
Publications, and (iii) Cultural programming. During the
past two years, myself and colleagues  serving  in leadership
and advisory capacities at the Centre, have strived
to define clearer frameworks for these activities. Some of the
work is ongoing as we continue to learn about the
limitations and opportunities of our context. But  I  can say
with unreserved confidence that we have made impressive
institutional strides forward in all these areas.  

A Note from the Co-Director 



This newsletter highlights some of the work we have done over the past
two years. I hope you too will be impressed by the range of events and
creative and scholarly activity that we were able to bring not only to
LUMS, but also to Lahore at large. As much as possible, we did our best
to stay mindful that our school is primarily an undergraduate teaching
institution. Our cultural programming offered our community
opportunities to learn in sophisticated settings with expert scholars and
practitioners through activities spanning lectures, readings, art
exhibitions, street theatre performances all the way to classical music
performances.

I would like to take this moment to acknowledge and thank my
colleagues who have assumed various leadership positions to guide the
Centre during the past two years. My excellent colleague and language
expert, Gwendolyn S. Kirk, has established the Gurmani Centre as one
of the most innovative educational spaces in the country for the
learning of local languages—including Sindhi, Pashto and Punjabi—in
only a couple of years. It is through her tireless efforts, as Language
Pedagogy Coordinator, that LUMS was able to introduce an inverted
language learning model and incorporate e-learning tools to bring
language learning in line with the best international pedagogy practices.
Her interview featured here will offer you a glimpse of her vision for the
program.  

I am excited to welcome Nasir Abbas Nayyar as the Editor-in-Chief of
our research journal Bunyād. He is a leading scholar of Urdu literature
and it is our honor that he has agreed to steward this ship.  

I welcome my colleague, the eminent Punjabi and Urdu writer, Zahid
Hussain, as the head of publications. He will oversee a program of
publications featuring works that are important but nonetheless find it
difficult to find an outlet. We have partnered with Sanjh Publications
Lahore to work as our publishers and distributors for these
publications. 

I also wish to thank my colleague Nadhra Shahbaz Khan for helping us
realize the Centre’s latent potential as a space for synergizing scholarly
and artistic activity. She curated two first-of-its-kind exhibitions at
LUMS that highlighted the Centre’s and the University’s potential to
contribute to intellectual dialog through art.  

I am immensely grateful to Moeen Nizami who served the Centre in
various capacities during the past five years, including that of Editor-in-
Chief of Bunyād, the Centre’s research journal of Urdu studies. His
guidance and support were instrumental in setting the Centre it in its
new institutional directions.  



 

 

 

 

Bilal Tanweer 
Associate Professor, Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies 
Co-Director, Gurmani Centre for Languages and Literature 
Mushtaq Ahmad Gurmani School of Humanities and Social Sciences 

The Centre is extremely fortunate to have an enthusiastic staff led
by our coordinator, Aroosa Subhani, whose exemplary diligence
and effort sets the bar for all of us. My very special thanks also to
Wajahat Rafiq Baig, Managing Editor of Bunyād, who has ensured
through pandemic or otherwise that our schedules are met and all
the work is delivered on time.

Our team of student associates over the past years have included:
Mahnoor Ishtiaq Lone, Younis B. Azeem, Usama M. Lali, Faizan
Ahmad, Nausherwan Nadeem, Mahgul Mansoor, Nayyab Naveed,
Emil Hasnain, Israa Shahid, and Maira Asaad. I thank all of them
for their work and energy.

My thanks too to colleagues who served in various advisory
capacities including Ali Raza, Ali Khan, Fatima Fayyaz, Irfan
Moeen Khan, and Maryam Wasif Khan.

Finally, my deepest thanks to Kamran Asdar Ali, our outgoing
Dean and Provost who supported the Centre through all means at
his disposal.

There is no doubt in my mind that we were able to recruit so many
willing colleagues to serve the Gurmani Centre because we all
understand the extraordinary importance of the Centre’s work. It
continues to be my honor to serve this distinguished Centre.



LANGUAGE PROGRAM



An Interview with Gwendolyn S. Kirk 
Language Pedagogy Coordinator

Dr. Gwendolyn S. Kirk holds a doctorate in Linguistic Anthropology from
The University of Texas at Austin. She teaches courses in Comparative
Literature, Linguistic Anthropology, and Cinema Studies at the Mushtaq
Ahmed Gurmani School of Humanities and Social Sciences. Since 2019,
she has also headed the Gurmani Centre’s Language Program as  Language
Pedagogy Coordinator—bringing her expertise to develop curricular
materials and teaching techniques to enhance the program. She has also
been working as Development Director for the Languages@LUMS 
project, overseeing development of digital materials for the teaching of
Pashto, Persian, Punjabi, Sindhi, and Urdu.



What are the central goals you have had in mind while
working as head of the program? What does the
program hope to achieve in the long-run, and what are
some of the things it has achieved in the past two years?

My goal as Language Pedagogy Coordinator is of
course to facilitate students and teachers in
learning language, but also to develop curricular
materials and pedagogy specific to Pakistani
languages. Currently we are offering classes in
Pashto, Sindhi, Arabic, and Persian. This past year
we have also introduced Punjabi. In addition to
building these programs further, one of my long-
term, dream goals is to add another indigenous
language of Pakistan to our offerings—possibly
Balochi, Saraiki, Kashmiri, or Brahui. People
underestimate the richness and diversity of
languages in Pakistan; even most Pakistanis would
be surprised to know that there are over seventy
languages spoken here. As a linguistic
anthropologist I want to encourage students to
take an interest in the linguistic diversity of this
country, promote Pakistani languages, and
highlight the marginalization of linguistic
minorities. This is part of my own personal
motivation for working on a project the Gurmani
Centre is working on with the Learning Institute
at LUMS, to develop online materials for language
instruction.

What are some of the main ways in which language
courses have been re-structured over the past two years
to make them more efficient and dynamic?

Language classes have been restructured in two
major ways. First, they have been changed from
one-credit, pass/fail courses to four credit graded
classes. We have also introduced a second level for
students who want to continue studying a
language beyond the basics. Additionally, the
curriculum is being revamped to a more
communicative approach—which is student-
centered and proficiency based.  

Are there any innovative pedagogical techniques
introduced over the past two years that you  would like to
mention?

One of the key techniques we have been working on,
in tandem with the Learning Institute at LUMS,
involves the development of online materials for
language instruction in Pashto, Persian, Punjabi,
Sindhi, and Urdu. These blended materials will help
the language program move towards a backward
design approach, which will essentially be a flipped
version of traditional language classes. Students will
have digital resources for language learning available
to them so that they can study the building blocks of
grammar asynchronously and then maximize their
speaking time in the classroom. This is critical
because improvement in language proficiency relies
on active learning—students creating and using the
language under the guidance of a teacher rather than
sitting passively in a lecture. These blended materials
will not only be used in our own classes, but also be
made available to an international audience.

How has the team of language faculty worked together to
plan out these changes?

The language team has done a fantastic job adjusting
to the changes in curriculum structure as well as
working on pedagogical materials development.
Zahid Hussain has pioneered the teaching of Punjabi
at LUMS, which happened this spring for the very
first time. Last year both Zahid and Ashok Kumar
were awarded fellowships for language pedagogy
training in the US, so they are bringing that training
to the table as well. I also want to recognize Fatima
Fayyaz for the innovative and brilliant materials that
she has developed for our online project. Ashok
Kumar, Imad, and Zahid have also put in excellent
efforts into the development of online materials.
Finally, we are also grateful for the hard work of
Mahrukh Khattak, Surhaan Qadir, Mohammad
Zeeshan, and Azan Bin Zahid, our support staff on
this project.



 What role do you think this program plays in relation
to the learning experience of humanities students? On a
broader level, what would you say is the language
programs role in enhancing the teaching and research
capabilities of the HSS department on the whole?

A fact I try to impress upon students in my
linguistic anthropology classes is that language
isn't just a way of communicating ideas. Language
is a way of being in the world and of relating to
other human beings that is fundamentally situated
in particular cultural beliefs and practices. So
when you are learning a language you are also
learning about different places, various kinds of
people, and ways of relating to those people. Many
of our students are interested in learning Pakistani
languages because they want to connect more
directly with their own heritage. We have other
students who are interested in exploring religious,
literary, or historical texts connected to those
traditions, or who simply want to learn about a
different culture and worldview. Our goal is to
facilitate all of these students to learn together.
Most of all, language learning also forces a mirror
back onto yourself; in encountering another
language you must evaluate your own language,
your conceptual categories, your cultural norms,
and in fact your entire worldview. Learning a
language breeds compassions, enhances your
perspective on the world, and helps you learn to
connect with people in new ways. In some
institutions the study of languages, and in
particular Pakistani languages, is not valued. This
is a widespread attitude here and many in Pakistan
are discouraged from speaking their mother
tongue, or feel pressure not to do so. I am, of
course, in favor of studying foreign languages as
well! But by highlighting Pakistan's indigenous
languages and working to develop world-class
pedagogical approaches and materials, we assert
that they have as much to offer to students as any
foreign language.

What are some new changes we might expect over
the coming year?  

Although the pace of our work has been
impacted somewhat by the coronavirus
shutdown, in the coming year we hope to
complete our new curricular materials. We are
planning to film video lessons in the new on-
campus studio and develop digital materials in
cooperation with the Learning Institute. We
also hope to introduce advanced reading
courses in one or two of our languages, so
students can appreciate the richness and depth
of these literary traditions with all their
original nuance.



PUBLICATIONS



In Fall 2019, Zahid Hussain assumed charge of the Gurmani Centre’s publications division. Zahid
Hussian has been Writer-in-Residence at the Gurmani Centre since 2018, teaching courses on
Punjabi language and literature as well as creative writing in Urdu and Punjabi.  

His deep knowledge of the local literary landscape and the book publishing industry is informed
by his experience at multiple publishing organizations, as well as an extensive writing career
spanning two decades.  He has authored several award winning books including the
novels  Ghalīchānan  Wālī  (2013),  Qissā-ē-ʻāshiqāñ  (2015),  Tissī  Dhaṛtī (2016); a poetry collection
titled  Rut  Asāñ  Dī  Hānī  (2010); and a collection of short stories
titled Hijr Tērā Jē Pānī Mangē (2018). 

His work has received critical acclaim locally and internationally, with two of his novels receiving
the Syed Waris Shah Award from the Pakistan Academy of Letters. His novel Tissī Dhaṛtī was also
awarded the Dhāhān prize for Punjabi Literature by the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver. His writings have been featured in a range of literary journals, such as Funūn (Lahore),
Nayā Warq (Mumbai), Dunīyā Zād (Karachi), and Dastak (Quetta). Zahid Hussian has worked as an
editor and publications in-charge for many prestigious organizations, including Pakistan Books
and Literary Sounds, Kahānī Ghar, Punjabi Adab,  Ishqāl, and Tajzīyāt. 

In a recent interview we asked him to shed some light on the Centre’s upcoming publishing
projects, as well as his goals and vision for the department.

An Interview with Zahid Hussain 
Head of Publications



What kind of books does the Gurmani Centre
publish? Are there particular criteria used to select
these titles? 

The Gurmani Centre attempts to publish
important literary works in Urdu as well as
the regional languages of Pakistan, which have
been neglected by the existing industry.  Our
goal is to publish titles that have traditionally
received little attention despite their many
merits and literary significance. Upcoming
titles include Āṛē Tirčẖē A’īnē,  a collection of
stage dramas by Sarmad Sehbai; Lohā Kuṭ a
play by Balwant Gargi; and A’īnoñ Kī Jhīl, a
collection of Sohrab Sepehri’s poetry. We are
also working on an anthology titled Punjabi
Shāʻrī, a four-volume collection featuring a
vast corpus of poetry in Punjabi. The poets
featured in these volumes include Ustad
Daman, Pir Fazal Gujrati, Syed Akhtar
Abbas, Nasreen Anjum Bhatti, Ahmed Rahi,
Munir Niazi, Riffat Abbas, Aziz Shahid, Syed
Shagufta, Sara Shagufta, Aziz Shahid, Najam
Hussain Syed, Afzal Ahsan Randhawa,
Tauqeer Chughtai, and Baqi Sidiqqui.

What kind of changes do you plan to introduce to
the publications department under your
leadership? Would you like to share your vision for
the department with readers?

My vision is deeply connected to a progressive
ideology informed by the academic, literary,
and cultural heritage of the languages of this
region. While this heritage has a history
spanning centuries, it has regrettably been
destroyed and obscured over time; only a
minute part of it has reached us through
preservation in books and other media.  If we
continue to neglect contemporary creative
works, our current literary assets may also
suffer the same fate.

It is with an awareness of these considerations that
I want to direct the workings of the publications
department. I hope to contribute towards the
preservation of the great literature of our time.

Do you think the Centre’s publications department plays
a role in improving the larger publishing landscape in
Pakistan?  

I have complete belief in the potential of the
Centre's publications department to not only help
the development and spread of the publishing
industry in Pakistan, but to play an instrumental
role in this growth. By giving space to works which
are conventionally excluded from publication, we
hope to bring attention to sidelined texts and
amplify excluded voices. This has the potential to
fill a gap in the literary publishing industry.  

Has your experience as a fiction writer impacted and
informed your work as publications  in charge? What
kind of connection do you see between these two roles? 

Yes. While I have gained the fundamental skills
required for this position from my prior experience
as an editor, I also think that it is deeply connected
to my experience as a writer. I believe that the
creation and publication of a beautiful book is no
less than a creative endeavour.  My work in the
department is hence jointly informed by the
connected experiences, and I am hopeful that the
coming together of these creative endeavours will
have a positive and beneficial outcome.

Dust jacket of a  forthcoming publication—Āṛē Tirčẖē A’īnē



The Gurmani Centre’s annual Urdu studies journal,
Bunyād, is devoted to disseminating cutting edge
scholarship on Urdu literature, linguistics,
criticism, literary history, and translation studies. It
aims to promote advanced research and globally
recognized best practices in these fields.
Recognized by the Higher Education Commission
(HEC) of Pakistan under category ‘Y’, the journal
features contributions by leading academics from
across Pakistan as well as international
contributors. All editions of Bunyād can be found
on a dedicated website designed to make the
journal widely accessible.   

The tenth volume of the journal was published in
September 2019. This issue, comprising 368 pages,
was edited by Moeen Nizami with Muhammad
Naveed as its Managing Editor. It featured
seventeen articles on a wide array of topics. While
some of the articles dealt with Urdu linguistics and
phonetics, others centred around literary history.  

Bunyād: 
A Journal of Urdu Studies—Volume 10 and 11

This volume also featured articles analyzing Urdu
texts through the lens of critical theories such as
existentialism and ecocriticism.  

In July 2020, the Gurmani Centre released the 11th
volume of Bunyād. This latest issue comprises 246
pages and features thirteen articles. It was edited by
Nasir Abbas Nayyar, with Wajahat Rafiq Baig as its
Managing Editor. The editorial prefacing the issue
delineates the historical and epistemological
contexts of the notion of Urdu Studies. The
thirteen articles featured in the volume address a
wide array of themes including seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth century literary history,
comparative analyses of nineteenth century poetry,
theoretical analyses of key twentieth century prose
writers, and contemporary linguistics and
translation technologies. The journal continues to
provide a platform for emerging academics to share
innovative and current research to a global
audience.  

Cover of the latest issue of Bunyād 

https://bunyad.lums.edu.pk/


Nasir Abbas Nayyar assumed editorship of Bunyād in February 2020, bringing his critical expertise
and literary knowledge to the journal’s eleventh volume. He is an acclaimed fiction writer and a
renowned scholar of Urdu Literature. He holds a Ph.D. in Urdu Literature from the Bahauddin
Zakariya University, Multan, and a Postdoctoral Degree from the University of Heidelberg. He has
remained the Director General of the Urdu Science Board, Lahore and is currently Associate
Professor of Urdu at the Punjab University, Lahore. He is also Visiting Assistant Professor of Urdu
Literature at the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at LUMS.  

His expertise in critical research comes from an extensive scholarly career spanning more than
twenty-five years. His work deals with modern and postmodern literary theory, linguistics, modern
Urdu literature, and postcolonialism. 

He has authored several award-winning works on these subjects, which have persistently reshaped
the field of Urdu literary scholarship. His book Urdu Adab kī Tashkīl e Jadīd (2016) won the best
Urdu Book Prize, KLF 2017, and received the Baba-e-Urdu Maulvi Abdul Haq Award for Urdu
prose 2017 from the Pakistan Academy of Letters. His book on the poetry and prose of Meeraji,
titled Uss Ko Ikk Shakhs Samajẖnā Tou Munāsib Hī Nahīñ (2017), was awarded the UBL Literary Prize
for best Urdu Non-Fiction Book in 2019. Alongside his research work, Dr. Nayyar has also written
three collections of short stories: Khāk Kī Mehak (2016),  Farishtīā Nahīñ Ayā (2017), and Rakẖ Sē Likhī
Ga’yī Kitāb (2019).

We asked him some questions to get to know more about his editorial process for the recently
released volume of  Bunyād and his future plans for the journal. 

An Interview with Nasir Abbas Nayyar 
Editor-in-Chief of Bunyād  



What are some of the key aims you have had in mind
while working as the editor of Bunyād? Were there
any unique changes introduced in the journal under
your editorship?  

Honestly, my aims were—and are—ambitious.
One of my key aims is the total transformation of
the process for receiving submissions for the
journal. I intend to transform the routine of
getting articles from authors, sending them out
for review, and then publishing them. Instead of
following this outdated practice, the process can
be made much more efficient and fruitful if the
editor takes on a more proactive role. I think that
the editor must ask, suggest, or provoke authors—
big names and novices equally—to write on the
most relevant and significant themes—not topics.
As the words relevant and significant are
amorphous, I have delineated the distinction
between relevant and clichéd themes in my
editorial on the notion of Urdu studies, in the
journal’s latest volume. In this issue I have also
tried my best to offer to readers articles on
important yet less debated themes. I have also
worked with the contributing authors and the
Bunyād team to ensure that these articles are
properly referenced. 

Would you like to share any plans of the plans you
have for Bunyād in the coming year? 

I intend to expand the range of themes covered
by the journal and present articles on every
significant aspect of Urdu. Current research in
Urdu is entangled in categories of literary and
linguistics. I want to take Bunyād  beyond such
reductive binaries by introducing and adding
new  categories. While I believe in the value of
traditional literary research, I also feel that it
should take into account new areas of study.
For instance, there are a plethora of areas
where Urdu is consistently being employed and
consequently affecting real social lives.
Similarly the language is also on its way to
developing some new registers. These areas
merit serious scholarly research, which Bunyād 
 can help to pioneer. 

What are some of the challenges you faced while
editing and compiling the 11th Volume of the
journal?

One major challenge was improving the
website for Bunyād to address the shortcomings
pointed out by the Higher Education
Commission (HEC) Pakistan. Simultaneously,
we also introduced changes to make the
website more accessible for readers. I must
express my gratitude to the Centre’s director
Bilal Tanweer here, who not only provided me
the space and logistics to work effectively but
also helped us out in getting the website
improved by the Information Systems and
Technology department of LUMS. These
changes, in tandem with the dedicated efforts
of my predecessor Moeen Nizami, helped
restore Bunyād  to HEC’s category ‘Y’.

Nasir Abbas Nayyar presenting for a session of the Ahmad
Bilal Awan Bazm-e-Adab Series Spring 2019



How do you think your experience as a
fiction writer and as a critic helps you in
your editorial work? 

 I started writing fiction five years
ago, but I have been writing criticism
for the last twenty-five years. So, it is
really my experience as a critic which
has given me significant insights
about the whole process of editing a
research journal. This ranges from
making decisions about the suitability
of the topic of a received article, to
choosing befitting reviewers from a
list of local and foreign scholars and
academics. It also includes the lengthy
and tedious process of omissions and
additions—or editing—and frequent
proofreading! My experience as a
writer of criticism has been
indispensable in helping me navigate
this process. 

Cover for one of Nasir Abbas Nayyar's volume of
Urdu literary criticism
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Exhibitions



Throughout her diverse career, Nadhra S.
Khan has contributed to the preservation and
study of art in Pakistan in numerous ways.
While serving as the Director of the Women
Development Center at the Lahore College for
Women University, she set up the Department
of Graphic Design and designed curricula for
teaching traditional crafts at the University’s
Jhang campus. She has also worked with the
Royal Asiatic Society, London; and the Trust
for History, Art, and Architecture of Punjab.
Since 2016, she has been working with the Aga
Khan Cultural Service, Pakistan (AKCS–P) as
Consultant Historian for their Lahore Fort
Picture Wall project.
During the academic year 2019-2020, she
collaborated with the Gurmani Centre to
curate two unique exhibitions—bringing her
expertise and artistic knowledge to the
Centre’s endeavours. In this interview, we
asked her about the process behind her
curatorial work.

An Interview with Nadhra Shahbaz Khan: 
Head of Exhibition Curation 2019-2020

Nadhra Shahbaz Khan is Associate
Professor of History of Art at the School
of Humanities and Social Sciences,
LUMS. She holds a PhD in History of Art
and Design from the College of Art and
Design, University of the Punjab. Her
research focuses on the visual and
material culture of the Punjab during the
Mughal, Sikh, and colonial periods. Her
monograph on the funereal monument of
Ranjit Singh, titled The Samadhi of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh in Lahore: A
Summation of Sikh Architectural and
Decorative Practices, was published by the
University of Bonn, Germany in 2018.
Her work has also appeared in several
prestigious journals, including Artibus
Asiae, Journal of South Asian Studies, and
Marg. 



Despite its importance for any exhibition, many
people remain unaware of the curatorial process. Can
you shed some light on what curating an art
exhibition entails? 

To me, curating an exhibition is like setting up a
rendezvous that offers viewers a chance to
interact with artworks on a one-to-one basis.
There are several important steps that need to
be kept in mind while planning an exhibition.
While all artworks are unique and need their
personal large or small bays for display, they also
share the larger space with other works in the
exhibition. The selection, thus, requires a careful
thematic connection that can act like a hinge
between different works—allowing the viewers’
experience segue from one to the other with
ease.  A curator’s job involves offering viewers a
story or theme that has the potential to trigger
interest and fascination for the information
embedded in the individual characters of this
story—the artworks. Whether a theme is
didactic or created for purposes of
entertainment, each object in the group is
assigned a special role to perform. It is the
curator’s job to make sure the positioning and
performance is up to the expectations of the
viewers. The exhibition area has to be designed
with utmost care to make sure it is inviting and
offers information appropriately and
conveniently. Each artwork on display has to be
ready for a basic introduction as well as longer
conversations with its visitors. Planning for the
movement of visitors in this space, organizing
the lighting, and writing the text for labels are
some of the other important curatorial elements
that make or break a display. The exhibition
catalogue is an equally important aspect that
takes up a lot of a curator’s time and attention.
It not only embodies the spirit of the event, but
also has a longer lifespan than the ephemeral
event—hence claiming more attention from the
viewers and the curators. 
Advertising material used for announcing the
exhibition, in print and electronically, also plays
a very important role in attracting people to the
event.

The two exhibitions organised this past academic year
featured unique themes and media. How was the theme
and artwork for each exhibit decided? 

The first exhibition featured videography by Asif
Khan, which captured a bird’s eye view of
landscapes in the outskirts of Lahore. These drone
images were a fascinating blend of moving and still
images in which men appeared as automated as
machines—diligently turning patches of verdant
land into unsightly shapes of concrete. The unique
vantage point and the expressive quality of his
work presented a compelling message, which hoped
to influence both the individual and the collective
mindset about outrageous expansions of cities and
ruthless erosion of farmland. Selecting six videos
out of the many Asif had created was difficult
because each work carried a powerful message in
and of itself. In the final selection we juxtaposed
videos of construction sites with those depicting
fast disappearing cultivated land to effectively
evoke a sense of loss. The second exhibition
featured Shah Abdullah Alamee’s calligraphy
artwork, embodying verses in six regional languages
and several scripts. The theme of this exhibition
was woven around the genre of prison poetry. Each
poetical work was selected by the artist after
several deliberations with the curatorial team—
especially Dr. Fatima Fayyaz, the Persian expert at
LUMS. One of the most noteworthy things about
this exhibition was the fact that each artwork was
created with not only the theme in mind, but also
according to the space it was to occupy. This
resulted in an excellent coherence between the
artwork and its display area, in spite of the fact
that it was not a proper gallery but the first floor
verandah of the Academic Block.

Students at the videography exhibition



In Fall 2019, you curated the first ever videography
exhibition to be held at LUMS. Did the unconventional
medium of the work featured in Re-View pose any
unique challenges? 

Since the venue of this exhibition was the first floor
verandah of the Academic Block, the biggest
challenge was to control light. The building has
been designed to allow a free flow of natural light,
therefore blocking it was not easy. We addressed
this challenge by covering all skylights with a dark
material, which miraculously created an ambience
no less than what a purpose-built gallery could
have offered for a videography exhibition. Hiring
high definition projectors to screen these videos
was another challenge due to our limited budget.
Due to this constraint, this fascinating work was on
display for only five days.

As an art historian, your work falls at a unique juncture
between the humanities and the visual arts. The latest
exhibition organised by the Gurmani Centre was also a
cross-disciplinary venture—mixing literature, languages,
and visual art. Would you like to elaborate on the
possibilities created by collaborations between the
humanities and the arts? 

Art history is a discipline that can neither be
studied in isolation, nor be understood if we erect
boundaries around it. If anything, it bridges gaps
and offers avenues to study all aspects of human life
and artistic expressions—across spatial and
temporal confines. The experience of curating these
two exhibitions was extremely rewarding because it
refreshed my belief in the breadth and outreach of
this discipline. The first exhibition showcased how
an artist could make drone technology stand on its
head in service of his aesthetic goals. The
calligraphy exhibition  following it demonstrated
how sensitive social, political, cultural and religious
issues could be communicated through poetry in
breathtaking sweeping brush strokes. If we care to
see them, the paths that lead to and emerge out of
art history are endless, and the potential it has to
mediate between other disciplines is phenomenal.

Could you shed some light on the broader vision behind these
efforts to bring the arts to LUMS? 

I have been teaching art history at LUMS for more than
ten years and have overseen exhibitions of students’
works as the patron of the LUMS Arts Society.
However, I never thought we could invite artists for
solo shows for lack of a gallery space. Bilal Tanweer
dispelled this fear by holding two photography
exhibitions in the first-floor verandah—turning a
passage into an open-air gallery. This not only opened
the doors for more artists, but also gave me the
confidence to use the same space for the videography
and calligraphy exhibitions. I hope LUMS hosts many
more art shows in the years to come and soon becomes
a hub of art-related activities. I would like to thank
Bilal Tanweer for leading the way and my co-curators
Olivia Burt and Fatima Fayyaz for their hard work and
cooperation in planning and executing the two events. I
am also grateful to Aroosa Subhani for managing
everything—from vendors and billings to designing the
two catalogues.

Waqar Zaidi, Asif Khan, and
 Nadhra S. Khan at the opening of Re-View 

Catalogues for the calligraphy exhibition



Napier Street was the first in a series of initiatives
by the Gurmani Centre, to create a space   for
visual art at LUMS.   Arif Mahmood’s photo
series offered an intimate look into Karachi’s
iconic Napier Road—a place that is a remnant
of the city’s diverse past, and where Hindus,
Parsees, Goan Christians, and Bohri Muslims
still live together. The photographs depicted
Napier Street’s Goan Christian community and
their places of worship, with a distinct focus on
the residents’ relationship with the spaces and
objects around them. The images captured not
only what Napier Street is now—faded, gritty,
mundane—but also what it once was—a place of
dreams. Following the opening in September,
Mahmood delivered a presentation on the work
and practice. He took the audience on a
mesmerising journey through his diverse archive
spread over the course of a thirty-three year
career.

Photography Exhibition: 
Napier Street by Arif Mahmood—Fall 2018 

Arif Mahmood at the opening of Napier Street A  guest photographing artwork at the opening

Hilary Fartado, Saxophone Player by Arif Mahmood



Photography Exhibition: 
The Other Horses by Nad e Ali—Spring 2019

The Other Horses was born out of Nad e Ali’s
intimate engagement with Lahore’s annual Shab-
e-Zuljināh procession. The artist spent five years
documenting the procession as it made its way
from Nisār Havelī to Karbala Gāmay Shah each
year. The result was a collection that masterfully
evokes the emotions of tumult, passion, and
reverence experienced by mourners. His
photographs also depict the relationship
between the Zuljināh horses and their
caretakers, capturing moments of horses being
groomed and adorned before the procession.
This photo-series was housed at LUMS from
March to May 2019, in an exhibit curated by Ali
Sultan. The exhibit was also accompanied by a
zine, part of which can be accessed here. 

The opening in March was followed by a
session in which Nad-e-Ali discussed his
creative process. He cited Arif Mahmood
and Robert Frank as two influences on his
work. The exhibition and discussion
offered a glimpse of the pathos of the
Zuljināh procession, while simultaneously
highlighting the creative possibilities
offered by the medium of photography.

Students engaging with the artwork displayed in the Academic Block 

https://josefchladek.com/book/nad_e_ali_-_the_other_horses.


The first-ever videography exhibition at LUMS featured the
work of photographer and moving image artist Asif Khan.
Re-view, curated by Dr.Nadhra Khan and Olivia Burt,
showcased five drone films shot in the outskirts of Lahore—
over the areas surrounding Beaconhouse National
University. These films emphatically depicted the contrast
between farmland and construction sites, highlighting the
perpetual transformation of the landscape on the city’s
periphery. The concept for Re-view took root during a
decade-long period which he spent commuting through this
area—a period over which he witnessed green fields
gradually morphing into concrete housing societies.   By
capturing these changes from an aerial perspective, Khan’s
work drove home the sheer scale of these transformations.
The exhibit remained on display for an entire week, offering
students a chance to engage with the work deeply. At the
closing of the exhibition, Asif Khan also   delivered a
presentation about the work and his broader artistic
practice. He elaborated upon his choice of using drone
filmography as a medium, explaining that he was intrigued
by the possibilities offered by this novel way of looking at
the world.

Videography Exhibition: 
Re-view by Asif Khan—Fall 2019

Film capturing the transforming terrain of Lahore's
periphery

Watch highlights from the opening of Re-view

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.704068413430392
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoBE-_DqC8s&t=4s&ab_channel=TheGurmaniCentreforLanguagesandLiterature


Continuing its tradition of hosting an art exhibition
on campus each semester, the Gurmani Centre
presented 
Man Pardēsī Jai Thee-ai (If the self suffers exile)—an
exhibition of calligraphy in siyah mashq by Shah
Abdullah Alamee. The exhibit comprised seven sets
of calligraphic works, depicting poetry in Balochi,
Pashto, Persian, Punjabi, Sindhi, and Urdu. The
verses featured in these artworks spanned from the
eleventh century to the twentieth; they included the
works of Mas‘ud Saa‘d   Salman, Guru Nanak, Shah
Abdul Latif Bhitai, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Ghani Khan
Ghani, and Ata Shad. Uniting this wide array of
poetry was the theme of exile. The exhibition
combined the University’s existing expertise in the
humanities with the visual arts. Students and
professors of regional languages and literatures were
particularly delighted at this opportunity to engage
aesthetically with the rich poetic traditions of these
languages.

Calligraphy Exhibition: 
Man Pardesī Jai Thee-ai by 

Shah Abdullah Alamee—Spring 2020

Nadhra S. Khan with guests

Vice Chancellor Dr. Arshad Ahmad with 
Shah Abdullah Alamee

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.809570089546890


Aao Kyun Ke was an attempt to engage with the
theme of consumerism and ethics through
performance art and creative discussions. This
unique event was collaboratively curated by the
Gurmani Centre and Natasha Jozi, director of
House Ltd. The first segment of the evening,
titled Live Works, was an exhibition of 
performative, interactive, and participatory
artworks by nine artists. Common among their
varying pieces was an emphasis on 

Performance Art Exhibition: 
Aao Kyun Ke curated by Natasha Jozi—Spring 2019

Long durational performance by Jawad Toori

A live works performance 

using the body as a medium of expression.In the
latter segment of the event, titled Conversations,
an eclectic group of experts led candid discussions
on consumerism and ethics. The speakers
included Ali Aftab Saeed, Emad Ansari, Faraz
Aamer Khan, Natasha Malik, Natasha Jozi, and
Waqas Manzoor. These sessions were structured
to encourage the audience to  actively participate
in the conversation and explore what the
performance works meant to them. 

Long durational performance by Fatima Butt



Long durational performance by Jawad Toori 

Panelists and peformers at Gurmani House



Literary, Musical, 
and 

Peformance Art Series



Ahmad Bilal Awan Bazm-e-Adab

Bazm-e-Adab—the word bazm meaning
gathering—was originally designed as an
academic and literary sitting with scholars of
Urdu Literature. In Fall 2018 it was renamed to
honour Dr. Ahmed Bilal Awan after his
untimely passing. 

Dr. Ahmad Bilal Awan remained Assistant
Professor of South Asian Literature at the
Gurmani Centre for several years. He was a
devoted teacher, mentor, and friend to all who
had the opportunity to study from him---
inspiring a love for literature in all his
students. The series hoped to continue his
legacy of unmatched passion and appreciation
for Urdu Literature.

Ahmad Bilal Awan 

The first session of the series, Saadat Saeed—a pre-eminent poet, critic,
researcher, and educationist—spoke about elements of resistance in the poetry
of Mir and Ghalib. The second session was led by award winning dramatist,
Asghar Nadeem Syed. He discussed an array of dramatic masterpieces with
students, including Imtiaz Ali Taj’s “Anarkali”, Agha Nasir’s Urdu translation
of “Galileo”, and a few of his own plays.

Fall 2018 
featuring Saadat Saeed and Asghar Nadeem Syed



This seminar series featured four pre-eminent scholars
of Urdu and Comparative Literature on the history
and debates surrounding “Pakistani literature” as a
concept. The speakers addressed the conceptual and
political debates around the term Pakistani literature,
while also offering an overview of intellectual worlds
of the foremost writers involved in shaping Pakistani
literature in its formative years. Subjects that came
under discussion included politics of regional
languages, the difference between the Urdu Novel and
the short story, and the role of populist Urdu fiction
in propagating religio-national thinking. The speakers
for the series included Aziz Ibn ul Hassan, Maryam
Wasif Khan,  Najeeba Arif, and Nasir Abbas Nayyar.

Ahmad Bilal Awan Bazm-e-Adab—Spring 2019: 
Pakistani Adab, Aik Savāl: Tārīkh aur Mabahis

Najeeba Arif

 Maryam Wasif Khan

"Subjects that came under discussion included politics of regional
languages, the difference between the Urdu Novel and the short story,
and the role of populist Urdu fiction in propagating religio-national

thinking."

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.592969881206913
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.578052092698692
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.571681123335789


The Tīn Shā‘ēr, Tīn Dikṭēṭar series commemorated
the voices that protested against dictatorial
regimes in Pakistan. It hoped not only to keep
alive these histories of resistance, but also to
reiterate the importance of continuing to dissent
in seemingly hopeless times. The first session
featured feminist poet and writer Kishwar
Naheed, who discussed the struggles of attaining
an education and becoming a writer in the 1950’s.
She also discussed how she and her peers
continued to dissent in an era of heightened
censorship—by translating revolutionary
literature from other languages, using an alias,
and using symbolism in their poetry. Noor ul
Huda Shah, an acclaimed poet and playwright
who writes in both Sindhi and Urdu, was the
guest for the second session. She emphasized
upon the power of literature and art to initiate
radical changes in society. The audience also had
a chance to hear both poets reading out their
poetry. Hearing Kishwer Naheed reading “yē hum
gunāhgār aurateiñ” and Noor ul Huda Shah’s
reading of “khāmosh khabardār” were moving
experiences for all present.

Ahmed Bilal Awan Bazm-e-Adab—Fall 2019: 
Tīn Shā‘ēr, Tīn Dikṭēṭar 

Students and faculty with Kishwar Naheed

Watch Noor ul Huda Shah's reading of 
her poem "khāmosh khabardār"

Watch: A reading of "māzī kā mausam" 
by Kishwar Naheed

 

"Noor ul Huda Shah
emphasized upon the power of
literature and art to initiate
radical changes in society."

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.722285161608717
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.733990250438208
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7flXINk0ZE8&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=TheGurmaniCentreforLanguagesandLiterature
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrldZelaDP0&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=TheGurmaniCentreforLanguagesandLiterature


This series engaged with the practice of literary translation, focusing on prose
rather than poetry. The Gurmani Centre invited Parveen Malik,   translator
and renowned Punjabi fiction writer, to speak about her translation of
Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things. Among the topics that came under
discussion were  Malik’s reasons for choosing to translate this particular novel,
as well as her translatory process. She also spoke extensively about her writing
practice and the myriad of reasons informing her decision to write in Punjabi.
Towards the end of the session, Parveen Malik read out excerpts from her
translation titled Sisaktē Log, and a short story from her collection Nikkē Nikkē
Dukh.

Ahmed Bilal Awan Bazm-e-Adab—Spring 2020: 
Fiction Kē Safīr 

Zia-ul-Hassan with Parveen Malik

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.831177700719462


This series invited three major contemporary Urdu
fiction writers—Ali Akbar Natiq, Ikramullah, and
Tahira Iqbal—to speak about their creative process
and   writing journeys. It hoped, thereby, to
familiarize students with the work and life of these
eminent contemporary writers. Simultaneously it
hoped to provide writers a platform to discuss their
craft.  The series also included a day-long tribute to
Fahmida Riaz. The program featured a panel talk
led by Masood Ashar, Amar Sindhu, and Harris
Khalique. This was followed by a memorable
address delivered by Veerta Ali Ujan—Fahmida
Riaz’s daughter. She offered an intimate view into
the life of exile that had informed much of Fahmida
Riaz’s deeply empathetic and secular writing.

Halqa-e-Danish—Spring 2019: 
Ham-`asr Urdū Afsānā 

Fatima Fayyaz, Tahira Iqbal, and  Zia-ul-Hassan

"Veerta Ali Ujan—
Fahmida Riaz’s daughter—  

offered an intimate view
into the life of exile that
had informed much of
Fahmida Riaz’s deeply
empathetic and secular

writing."

https://web.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.565389097298325
https://web.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.593079071195994
https://web.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.599998317170736
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.600034183833816


The Halqa-e-Danish series for Fall
2019 celebrated the work of
contemporary Urdu short-story
writers The Gurmani Centre
invited three renowned writers—
Bilal Minto, Asad Muhammad
Khan, and Nilofer Iqbal—to talk
at length about their work and
writing practice. The series also
featured a daylong tribute to Asad
Mohammad Khan, during which
the audience had a chance to hear
eminent critics and writers speak
about his life and work. The series
provided an opportunity for the
writers, and their readers, to
engage with minute questions
pertaining to the craft of writing. 

Halqa-e-Danish—Fall 2019:
Ham-`asr Urdū Afsānā 

Watch Nilofer Iqbal read her short story "Love Story"

Watch  Bilal Minto discussing his creative process

Asad Mohammad Khan (Centre) 
with guests and other panelists

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.699319983905235
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.706480346522532
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.749878332182733
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne5J85WmE38&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1YT0-AT13U&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=TheGurmaniCentreforLanguagesandLiterature


This series hoped to generate a discussion
around the craft of literary translation and the
unique   challenges faced by translators of
poetry. It featured Afzal Ahmed Syed—a
contemporary Urdu poet and translator of the
Persian poetry of Abdul Qadir Bedil. During
the session, Syed discussed the various creative
decisions he had to make while translating
across the disparate poetic conventions and
idioms of   two languages. He also elaborated
upon the significance of Bedil’s poetry in terms
of its influence on classical Urdu poets such as
Mir and Ghalib. The discussion was
interspersed with Afzal Ahmed Syed’s readings
of Bedil’s poetry as well as his own Urdu
poetry.

Halqa-e-Danish—Spring 2020:
Shā‘iriī Kē Safīr 

Afzal Ahmed Syed

Dean MGSHSS Kamram Asdar Ali and faculty members with Afzal Ahmed Syed

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.815856068918292


Maestros of Raag celebrated the work and
legacy of some of the most renowned
classical music practitioners of Pakistan. The
series began with an unforgettable evening,
hosted by Ali Sethi, during which the
audience had a rare opportunity to
experience Madam Farida Khanum's live
performance. This was followed by a tribute
to Tufail Niazi, featuring none other than
Javed and Babar Niazi—the maestro’s
shāgirds and sons. 

Maestros of Raag —Fall 2018 
featuring performances by Farida Khanum, Ali Sethi, 
Imran Jafri, Tina Sani, Babar Niazi and Javed Niazi

IThis 

The next guest in the series was renowned
ghazal singer Tina Sani. To wrap up this
celebration of musical maestros, the
Centre organized a tribute to Mehdi
Hassan. Imran Jafri, in conversation with
Ali Aftab Saeed, discussed Mehdi Hassan’s
life and performed some of the most well-
loved compositions of the shehanshāh-e-
ghazal.

Farida Khanum performing live to a packed auditorium

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.491128808057688
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.500738613763374
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.515672498936652


Babar Niazi performing at the tribute to Tufail Niazi

 L to R: Professor Moeen Nizami, Tina Sani, and Ali Aftab Saeed



“Shudh Sur: A Musical Journey” was a unique event featuring
Ustad Naseeruddin Saami in conversation with Ali Sethi.
During this musical evening, the esteemed khayāl gāyak
shared part of his vast repertoire of musical knowledge with
the LUMS audience.  Ustad Saami is a descendant of the
Delhi Gharānā which traces its lineage to Mian Samad Bin
Ibrahim —a disciple of Hazrat Amīr Khusrau. He is also one
of the few remaining practitioners of classical music with
mastery over both khayāl gāyakī and qawwālī. During the
evening’s conversation, moderated by Ali Sethi, Ustād Saami
spoke extensively about the history of classical music in the
Indian Subcontinent, and the role of various Islamicate
musical traditions—Persianate, Arab, and Turkic — in its
evolution. Touching upon the title of the event, he also
introduced the audience to the concept of a pure note and
the principle of each pure note containing seven further
microtones in Eastern musical traditions. The conversation
was punctuated by Ustad Saami’s demonstrations of the
musical concepts he explained. He was accompanied in these
performances by Urooj Saami on the harmonium, Iftikhar
Joseph on the tabla, and Zainab Jawad on the tānpurā.

Ustād Naseeruddin Saami

Students, faculty, and guests attending Shudh Sur in the Central Courtyard

Maestros of Raag —Spring 2020: 
Shudh Sur 

featuring Ustad Naseeruddin Saami and Ali Sethi

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.820848501752382
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.820848501752382


Spring 2019
The first ever installment of the series included discussions on Raag Aimen, Darbarī, Bhairavī,
Bilāval, and Khamāj. These sessions also featured performances by Ali Aftab Saeed, along with
renditions of ghazals and astayis by Imran Jafri and Shayan Jafri. The discussions were
moderated by Ali Aftab Saeed, and Professors Bilal Tanweer and Moeen Nizami.  

The Gurmani Centre started the Raag Shaam series in Spring 2019, with the aim of
introducing the LUMS community to the tradition of North-Indian classical music. The
sessions were led by Ustad Imran Jafri, who belongs to the Gawaliar Gharānā and has
also trained under Mehdi Hasan Khan Sahib. Over the course of three semesters, he
introduced the audience to nine prominent Raags and Thaats—elaborating upon their
musical structure as well as the mood and time of day associated with each one of them.
Ustad Jafri also recounted anecdotes about people and places he had gathered his
musical knowledge from, placing special emphasis on the way knowledge is passed
down in musical gharānās. The sessions were interspersed with demonstrations of
asatayis and popular songs composed in each Raag under discussion. 

Raag Shaam featuring Imran Jafri 

L to R: Imran Jafri with Ali Aftab Saeed 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.558311631339405
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.567473580423210
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.573272296510005
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.594633437707224
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.597878390716062


Fall 2019
Shiftng focus from Raags to Thaats, Imran Jafri introduced the audience to Thaath Behro’n,
Kaafi, and Marwa—and the Raags contained within them. These three sessions were hosted by
Professors Aamna Khalid and Moeen Nizami. The audience also had the opportunity to hear
Aamna Khalid's delightful renditions of popular ghazals. During the final session of the
semester, Shayan Jafri—Imran Jafri’s student and son—also delivered a mesmerizing
performance of an  astayi in Raag Sonī.

Spring 2020 
The Raag Shaam series came to a close with a session on Thaath Poorbi. The final session of
the series featured a range  of  performances of ghazals, film songs, and astayis composed in
the Raags contained within Thaath Poorbi. Shayan Jafri accompanied Ustad Imran Jafri in
performing a bandish in Raag Poorbi. The discussion was moderated by Aamna Khalid, who
also delighted the audience with her rendition of two popular compositions.

L to R: Imran Jafri with hosts Aamna Khalid and Moeen Nizami 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.704895860014314
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.720763131760920
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.731396710697562
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.828427334327832


Khokha Natak, a student-led street theatre series was started as a space for
performance art on the campus. The theatre performances were conceived and
directed by Waqas Manzoor—an MPhil student at SOE. The group's fortnightly
performances, held at the campus square, rapidly gained popularity amongst
students and became part of campus culture. After three semesters of of being
incubated by the Gurmani Centre, the  troupe now continues to perform
independently, sustaining a space for a public and lively engagement with
performance art.

Khokha Natak 
Student Street Theatre Troupe 

A vibrant mimetic performance by team Khokha Natak  



Fall 2018 
featuring theatrical adaptations of

works by Faiz Ahmed Faiz and 
Munshi Prem Chand

In its first ever run, Khokha Natak presented three
lively performances at the campus square—all
attracting crowds of curious students. The
inaugural performance of the series was a  narrative
enactment of “chalē chalo kē abhī manzil nahīñ a’yī,
a nazm by Faiz Ahmad Faiz. This was followed by a
performance based on the short story “kafan” by 
Munshi Prem Chand. The series closed with an
evocative dance performance set   to “kaho kyā
khayāl hai” by Zeb and Haniya.

An enactment of Patras Bok  "cinema kā ishq" 

Khokha Natak presented four creative performances
in Spring 2019: an enactment of Patras Bokhari’s
short story “cinema kā ishq”, a rendering of Krishan
Chander’s play “vo ādmi jo mar chukā hai”, and an
improvised performance of Ibn-e-Insha’s comedic
story “sadārat”. The last performance of the semester
was a celebration of Holi. The Khokha Natak team
produced and presented a mimetic dance
performance, set to Hadeeqa Kiani’s “āj rang hai”.

Spring 2019  
featuring theatrical adaptations of works
by Patras Bokhari, Krishan Chander, and

Ibn-e-Insha

Dance performance celebrating
          the festival of Holi

Fall 2019  
featuring theatrical adaptations of works

by Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi, Ghulam
Abbas, Bilal Minto and Ismat Chughtai

In Fall 2019, Khokha Natak paid homage to iconic
Urdu writers by enacting their stories on their
birth and death anniversaries. These performances
brought to life the witty humour and astute social
commentary found in stories such as “chārpā’i aur
culture” by Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi, “dulhan
kaisī” by Ismat Chughtai, “bandar wālā” by
Ghulam Abbas, and "Āsīya" by Bilal Minto. The
final show of the semester featured a vibrant
dance performance set to Hadiqa Kiyani’s
rendition of “chāp tilak sab cheenī”.

Dance performance on “chāp tilak sab cheenī”



Workshops, Lectures, 
and 

Other Events



Bandung Humanisms 
Aamir R. Mufti (UCLA) and Stathis Gourgouris (Columbia University)

The Gurmani Centre and the Dean’s Office
MGSHSS jointly organized a public lecture
on the late style of Bandung Humanisms,
taught by Professor Aamir Mufti (UCLA) and
Professor Stathis Gourgouris (Columbia
University). The lecture formed part of a
long-term collective project between their
universities, which aims to revisit the lost
legacy of Bandung—the progressive political,
social, and cultural movement among nations
of the Global South that refused to ally with
either major power bloc during the Cold War.
The lecture offered students and faculty an
opportunity to learn about a movement of
radical anti-colonial humanism, and its
implications for resistance in the current era
of globalization and neo-imperialism.
—Spring 2019

L to R: Stathis Gourgouris and Aamir Mufti

Maryam Wasif Khan introducing the speakers



Asim Butt was a LUMS alumnus and an accompalisted fine artist who pioneered and popularized the use
of graffiti as a form of protest in Pakistan. This panel discussion was held to celebrate his life, work, and
the spirit of rebellion his work embodied. The talk was curated by Younis B. Azeem and moderated by
Nazish Afraz—a childhood friend of the artist. Panelists Khurum Hussain, Nafisa Rizvi and Sherbano
Hussain shared anecdotes from Butt’s life with the audience. Nafisa Rizvi—who has compiled a
monoograph of Butt’s lifework—then went on to discuss the potent symbolism contained in his art.

The graffiti Asim Butt had sprayed
during the dictatorship of the last
decade, at great personal risk, was also
displayed to the audience. His work
gained widespread popularity during
the Musharraf regime when his Eject
Symbol resonated with people as an
expression of resistance against
dictatorship. A digital collection of his
artwork can be found at
www.asimbutt.pk —Spring 2019

Hira Nabi screened and discussed her short-film
“All That Perishes at the Edge of Land” at LUMS.
The thirty minute short film captured the lives
of shipbreakers at Gadani port in Balochistan. In
the following discussion, the filmmaker discussed
her motivations for making the film, the process
of making it, and her artistic and academic
influences. The film and the discussion
surrounding it brought to light the extent of the
exploitation underway at Gadani Port. It also
highlighted the ways in which evolving forms of
filmography can be used to make powerful
commentary in the Pakistani context. The film
was recently screened at the Sundance Film
Festival 2020.—Fall 2019

“All That Perishes at the
Edge of Land” 
by Hira Nabi

Rebel Angel: A Tribute to Asim Butt

Panelists Khurum Hussain, Nafisa Rizvi, and Sherbano Hussain 

Saba Pirzadeh in conversation with Hira Nabi and
Sheherezade Alam

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.586751158495452
http://www.asimbutt.pk/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.729066774263889


The MGSHSS Dean’s Office and the
Gurmani Centre organised a conference on
the life and legacy of the late Eqbal Ahmad
(1933–1999)—an unparalleled global thinker
and public intellectual. Despite the lasting
mark that his work against intervention,
imperialism, and nationalism left in the
academic world, his writing and activism
remains largely unknown in Pakistan. This
conference was an attempt to remedy this
erasure. It aimed to introduce a younger
generation to Eqbal Ahmad, to engage
people who were acquainted with his work
and life, and to establish the lasting
relevance of Eqbal Ahmad’s ethical positions
and principles in the contemporary world.
The conference spanned a number of
moderated panels, including “Memories of
Eqbal”, “The Scholar-Practitioner Ethic”,
“Anti-Colonial Struggles: Then and Now,”
and a student-led roundtable on the
necessity, and difficulties of organising in
Pakistan. 

Conference: Eqbal ka Khwab:
The Life and Legacy of Eqbal Ahmed

Panel "Anti-Colonial Struggles: Then and Now" with 
Ali Raza, Dr. Layli Uddin, and Hafsa Khawaja 

Mohammed Hanif

The conference was capped by a keynote
by the acclaimed writer and journalist
Mohammed Hanif. The event was an
occasion for truly revisiting, celebrating,
and honoring the life, legacy, and vision of
one of the finest minds produced by
Pakistan.—Spring 2019

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.606992809804620
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.607035003133734


This roundtable discussion centered
around Sita Under the Crescent Moon by the
late Annie Ali Khan. The   nonfiction
narrative book is an exploration of Sita
Shrines in Pakistan and the women who
pilgrimage to them. The discussion was
moderated by LUMS Alumnus Amna
Chaudry, and led by guest speakers Saadia
Khatri, Zoya Rahman, and Saba Imtiaz.
The speakers read out excerpts from the
book and discussed the elements of the
book that struck them most. Common
among their varying readings of the book
was the notion that it was undergirded by
the author’s devotion to bringing the
stories of marginalised women to light,
and a spirit of unqualified acceptance for
the subjects of these stories. 

Writing as Inquiry, Writing as Devotion: 
Reflecting on Sita Under the Crescent Moon with Amna Chaudhry,

Saadia Khatri, Saba Imtiaz, and Zoya Rahman

L to R: Saadia Khatri, Saba Imtiaz, Zoya Rahman, and Amna Chaudhry

The discussion created a space for the
audience to reflect on the stories told in the
book and the questions raised by them. It also
offered the audience a glimpse of a deeply
empethatic and feminist ethic of journalistic
inquiry and writing. The details of the
discussion—in the form of three essays by the
speakers—can be found here.—Fall 2019

Watch Saadia Khatri speak on
 fragmentaion in Sita Under the Crescent Moon 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.747380155765884


The Gurmani Centre invited two renowned
academics, Aamir R. Mufti and Syed Nomanul
Haq, to lead a lecture on contemporary Faiz
scholarship. This event also commemorated the
launch of the new critical edition of Faiz by
Nomanul Haq—titled Kulliyat-e-Faiz. The
discussion was moderated by Bilal Tanweer who
began by introducing the book as “the first ever
effort to collate and standardize the work of
Faiz”. He then gave a brief overview of both
speakers’ research and scholarly works and
invited them to address the audience. During
the lecture, both scholars shared their valuable
insights on the legacy and works of Faiz. 

Nomanul Haq spoke about the obstacles he
encountered while attempting to compile a
standardised critical edition of Faiz’s poetry.
After discussing his editorial process, he talked
at length about the aesthetic qualities of Faiz’s
work. “The poetry of Faiz is too complex and
beautiful to be pinned down to political events
or ideologies of his time” he said. He cautioned
against reading his poetry as biography or
journalism, suggesting instead that it needs to
be read outside the formulaic lens of
communism in order to fully appreciate its
poetic beauty. He also discussed his personal
engagement with Faiz’s work and said that Faiz
“ushered him into modern poetry”.

Aamir Mufti began his address by thanking
Nomanul Haq for “undertaking the difficult yet
much needed task of collecting and publishing
the works of Faiz.”  He then went on to express
his discomfort at, what he understood to be,
Haq’s insistence on taking the revolutionary
aspect out of Faiz’s works. He stressed instead
on reading revolution as a very powerful and
integral part of Faiz’s poetics. 

Kulliyāt-e-Faiz: Reflections From the Present 
 Aamir R. Mufti and S. Nomanul Haq

Bilal Tanweer with Aamir Mufti and Syed Nomanul Haq

Aamir Mufti also explained how the genius of
Faiz’s poetry lies in its harmonious
embodiment of paradoxes and contradictions.
“Faiz wrote against the orthodox figure of
cleric and Mufti but simultaneously employed
religious symbolism in his verses,” he
elaborated. “Similarly he reconciles his
worldly political and social concerns with the
subjective symbols of traditional poetry—such
as hijr and viṣāl.” In other poems, he has
depicted historical events of his time through
lyricism and subjectivity.” Mufti concluded by
calling “this strange admixture of subjective
and objective, personal and historical” the
core of Faiz’s poetic accomplishment. 

This was followed by a discussion between
Bilal Tanweer and the two speakers, as well as
a question and answer session with the
audience. 

The discussion gave students a unique
opportunity to learn from a deep and critical
engagement with the literary legacy of Faiz.
—Spring 2020

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=gurmanicentre&set=a.820806908423208


In an attempt to initiate a tradition
of inviting writers and artists from
across the global south to LUMS, the
Gurmani Centre hosted a lecture by
Palestinian writer and activist
Adania Shibli. “Imagination as
Resistance” centred around ways in
which Palestinians employ
cunningness and playfulness in their
daily lives to resist the Israeli settler-
state. Shibli also presented the work
of various Palestinian artists to
demonstrate  how this playfulness has
inspired contemporary artworks.
—Spring 2020

Imagination as Resistance by Palestinian Writer
Adania Shibli

Alumnus Mariam Nadeem introducing Adania Shibli

Poster for the event



Ali Raza (History) and Maryam Wasif Khan
(Comparative Literature) led this two-day
workshop to introduce students to innovative
research methods, and   hone their research
and writing skills. The participants included
students at the graduate level ( (MA, MPhil,
and PhD)   from various educational
institutions,   pursuing research in disciplines
as diverse as English literature, History,
Anthropology, Social Policy, and Media and
Communications. Over a two-day period,
participants read and discussed key essays in
the fields of History and Comparative
Literature. These included works by Shahid
Amin, Faisal Devji, and Edward Said.
Through the lens of these texts, they also
discussed vital issues in the humanities
including the systematic invention of the
archive, the need for scholars to develop a
critical gaze, and the importance of paying
attention to method while writing. Towards
the end of the workshop the instructors urged
participants to revise the initial research
proposals in light of the insights they had
gained. In their concluding remarks they re-
emphasized the methodical principles they
had discussed during the workshop, and
offered their continued assistance and
guidance to the participants. —Spring 2019

Workshop: Research Methods in the Humanities
by Maryam Wasif Khan and Ali Raza

Poster issuing an open call for applications to the
research methods workshop



Photography Workshop: Sarak Chaap 
with Nad e Ali

Sarak Chaap was a photography workshop designed and led by Nad-e-Ali—a Lahore
based visual artist whose work strives to capture the political climate on the streets of
the city. The workshop invited budding photographers to explore various sites of
Lahore and engage with the city using their camera. The ethos of this workshop was
deeply informed by Ali’s own practice. He illustrated his artistic approach and
technique to participants as they walked through the city together. The areas they
explored included Lohārī Gate, Bhattī Gate, Lakshmī Chowk, and Anārkalī Bazaar.
—Spring 2020

Participants in the Old City



The Gurmani Centre organized this workshop to assist
Pakistani students applying to humanities graduate
schools in the United States and Canada. It was led by
Maryam Wasif Khan (LUMS), Jennifer Dubrow
(University of Washington), Zain R. Mian (University
of Pennsylvania), and Nabeel Jafri (University of
Toronto). During the workshop they discussed key
aspects of the application process, including selecting a
university and programme, the intricacies of the
personal statement, and the importance of a good
writing sample. Participants also had the opportunity
to work on their statements and writing samples with
the panelists. The workshop also inaugurated an online
portal where students can access guidance on specific
parts of the application and view successful samples
from previous years. It can be accessed at
www.gradappinitiative.blogspot.com—Fall 2019

Workshop: Grad-Application Initiative for the
Humanities

Grad Appllication Initiative Workshop

Poster for the Grad Application Initiative Workshop

http://www.gradappinitiative.blogspot.com/


Why are you Silent?” was a reading workshop taught by Taimoor Shahid, a writer,
translator, and doctoral candidate at the University of Chicago. The workshop
centred around questions of ethics of reading, learning, and knowledge acquisition.
The participants read a selection of texts in preparation for the workshop,
including excerpts from Beginning of Guidance by Al Ghazali, “Being or Becoming
the Stranger” by Toni Morrison, and selections from Truth and Method by Hans-
Georg Gadamer. The   interactive discussion helped participants to discover the
connections between seemingly unconnected text from disparate traditions
.—Fall 2019

Workshop: Why Are You Silent?  
by Taimoor Shahid

Taimoor Shahid



Women, Gender, and the Politics of Storytelling:
 A Workshop with Haneya H. Zuberi

The Gurmani Centre and the Saida Waheed Gender Initiative invited New York based  journalist
Haneya Zuberi to lead this workshop. A graduate of the Columbia Journalism School, Zuberi has
worked in the fields of journalism and advocacy for several years. During the workshop she used
her expertise to lead participants in an engaging discussion on the dynamics between gender and
media in Pakistan. Participants also discussed ways in which this dynamic relates to broader
themes, including the narrative about Pakistani women in western media, The MeToo movement
in Pakistan, the connections between the global feminist movement and Pakistani feminism, and
gender portrayals in storytelling.—Spring 2019

The Gurmani Centre invited the writer and translator Naveed Alam to teach a two-day
workshop on Transcreation. Alam introduced the participants to the art of transcreation,
describing it as an act of creation that is more than just translation. “Instead,” he said, “it entails
taking a leap of inspiration from a work of literature. The participants picked a piece of Urdu
poetry and worked on adapting it during the workshop. The texts they worked on included the
poetry of Ibn-e-Insha, Jaun Elia, Ghalib, Perveen Shakir, Gulzar, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Allama Iqbal,
and Munir Niazi.—Spring 2019

Workshop on Translation and Transcreation 
with Naveed Alam

Poster for the transcreation workshop



FEATURED NEWS



Moeen Nizami—eminent  scholar  of Persian,
translator, teacher, and  poet—departed  the
Gurmani Centre this year  to  rejoin  Punjab
University, after five years of dedicated service.
During his time at LUMS, Professor
Nizami served as the Director of the Gurmani
Centre as well as the editor of Bunyād  for two
years. He leaves  an indelible mark
on  the  Centre and the teaching and research
of  South Asian literature in the School of
Humanities and Social Sciences. Bidding
farewell to  Professor  Nizami the Gurmani
Centre’s Director, Bilal Tanweer, thanked him
for his  “wide-ranging and invaluable
contributions in  strengthening  Persian
language and literature  at LUMS, as well
as  Urdu literature,  the Gurmani
Centre  publications  division,  and  cultural
programming.”  “We are all sad to see you
leave,” he went on to say, “but I hope our
association and collaborations continue well
into the future.”

Gurmani Centre Bids Farewell to 
Moeen Nizami

Moeen Nizami is  an accomplished
contemporary poet with a prolific corpus of
poetry in Punjabi, Persian, and Urdu. Some
of his noteworthy publications include  Chār
Majmū‘ay, Sarā‘iy Mawlā, Safayd Parindah, Na‘ī
Īrānī Kahaniyān,  and  Nazmīn Tayrā Tawāf
Kartī Hayn.  Bringing his literary expertise
and vast cultural knowledge to the Gurmani
Centre in its early days, he helped shape the
cultural programming efforts of the Centre.
He played a significant role in developing
the  Halqa-e-Danish and Bazm-e-Adab series
—literary sittings which continue to bring
emerging writers and renown scholars to
LUMS to date—as well as the Raag Shaam
series.   Some of the most successful events
organized under his leadership include: A
Memorial of Khwaja Abdul Hamid Irani, A
Workshop on Persian Manuscripts,  as well
as  A Session with Rumi’s great grand
daughter Esin Chalabi.



Moeen Nizami’s scholarly expertise in
classical Urdu and Persian poetics;
Persianate literature; and the history of Sufi
literature, played an instrumental role in
creating a space for the study of South Asian
literary traditions at LUMS. He developed
and taught courses on Iqbal, Mir and
Ghalib, Sheikh Sa’di, Urdu Poetics, and
Qavvālī.  Having authored multiple books
and journal articles on literary
criticism,  Professor  Nizami  brought his
intimate knowledge of scholarly writing to
the Gurmani Centre’s Urdu studies
journal,  Bunyād.  Under his
editorship,  Bunyād  gained nationwide
recognition  as  a leading journal of Urdu
studies.  Moreover, his advice and
support  was instrumental
in  transforming  the  South
Asian  Literary  Traditions  minor  into the
Comparative Literature and Cultural
Studies  program. Expressing her gratitude
to  Professor Nizami, CLCS program
director Maryam Wasif Khan said: “ Thank
you for helping us make CLCS a reality, not
just by bringing your scholarly expertise to
the group, but by guiding all of us through
your humility and generosity.”

Throughout his time at LUMS, Moeen Nizami
extended his mentorship and guidance to his
students and colleagues alike. His
professionalism, intellectual integrity, and
humility were a source of inspiration for all
who had the chance to learn from him. Dr.
Kamran Asdar Ali, former Dean of the School
of Humanities and Sciences  (MGSHSS),
encapsulated this in his farewell note for
Professor Nizami. He wrote: “I can only thank
you for your generosity of spirit, your
leadership and the way you guided everyone
while keeping the intellectual integrity of the
program front and center.” Dr. Ali
Khan,  Dean of  MGSHSS, also echoed the
sentiments of all of  Professor Nizami’s
colleagues and students with his words: “We
will miss you immensely but we will continue
to call upon you as our mentor, friend and
colleague no matter where you are.”

Moeen Nizami (Right) co-hosting the Raag 
Shaam series with Aamna Khalid

Maestros of Raag series 
Fall 2018

Introducing the guest for the
Halqa-e-Danish series Spring 2020 



In Spring 2020, the Gurmani Centre invited
Javed Majeed, Professor of English and
Comparative Literature at King’s College
London, for a three-week visit to LUMS.
Professor Majeed’s research interest span the
literary, intellectual, and cultural history of
colonialism and postcolonialism in South Asia.
His books, articles, and courses deal with a
wide range of topics within this
interdisciplinary area, including linguistic
ideas, translation, and postcolonial literature in
English and Urdu.  

During his visit, he gave two public talks—one
at FC College and one at LUMS—and led a
seminar class with senior humanities students.
The seminar “Colonialism, Postcolonialism,
and Concepts of Translation” explored
historical and political questions surrounding
translation—focusing especially on its
relationship with the processes of colonialism
and post colonialism. Classes were structured
to encourage interactive discussion, giving
students an opportunity for deep and 

Javed Majeed Teaches Seminar on 
Translation and Colonialism

thorough engagement with a range of
questions that included the influence of a
translator’s relationship with the text, the
power dynamics of translating into English,
forms of authority influencing the process of
translation, and the evolution of concepts of
language and translation over time.

Students read a diverse range of material
throughout the course, including “The Task of
the Translator” by Walter Benjamin,
“Postcolonial Writing and Literary
Translation” by Maria Tymoczko, Excerpts
from Modernity at Large by Arjun Appadurai, 
 Poetry of Eastern Nations by William Jones, and
selections from the poetry of Faiz Ahmed Faiz.
They also translated Urdu poems of their
choice into English, to gain a deeper
understanding of the decisions involved in the
process. The course was a unique opportunity
to learn about the history and craft of literary
translation in South Asia from an acclaimed
academic.

J

Javed Majeed presenting at LUMS



Younis B.  Azeem and Usama M. Lali, LUMS
Alumni and former event coordinators at the
Gurmani Centre, have secured admissions in
prestigious MFA programmes in creative
writing this year. They join a growing list of
LUMS undergraduates who have gone on to
attend top creative writing programmes in
North America.

Younis Azeem has received the Fulbright
Scholarship 2020 to pursue an MFA at The
New School, New York. He has also been
awarded the Provost Scholarship at The New
School. Usama Lali, too, has been awarded a
fully funded university scholarship at The
University of Washington, Seattle.

At the Gurmani Centre both student
associates held the position of Event
Coordinator from 2018 to 2019 and 2019
to 2020 respectively. Their dedicated
efforts and resourceful management
were indispensable in ensuring that the
events planned by the Centre could be
organised smoothly and successfully.  

The Gurmani Centre congratulates
them for their achievements and wishes
them well for their journey ahead.

Younis B. Azeem and Usama M. Lali 
gain admission to MFA Writing Programs

Younis B. Azeem Usama M. Lali
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